BAK Heat Welding

Canada

FRL-46
The roofers
ultimate heat
welder.
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Ergonomic:
Height and angle of guide-bar can be
adjusted easily

Intuitive: Easy to read and use controls set
out for easy control of the welder.

Maintenance-free:
High performance and brushless blower
motor, no brushes to change
High tech:
New gear design allows speeds up to
7 m/min

Weld seam control:
The green air dam belt keeps the hot air in
the welded seam

High speed:
High efficiency new welding nozzle design
for reliable welding

Hot air welding machine

FRL-46
Using the new BAK LARON membranes can be welded more
rapidly resulting in lower cost. Users appreciate its streamlined
ergonomics and its ease of use.

The FRL-46 transportation box comes
standard. With wheel’s and an
extendable handle taking the Laron
to job sites has never been so easy.
The case can be locked so you can
feel safe about your welder.

At more than 7 m/min making it one of the worlds fastest
(depending on material)

Additional weights are available for more
downward pressure.

Guide bar decreases back strain

Maintenance free blower, no brushes to replace
Operator friendly display

Technical Data
Voltage - 230/400(v)
Frequency - 50/60 (Hz)
Power - 4600/5700 (w)
Temperature - 20-620 (Degrees C°)
Speed - Max. 7 (m/min)
Size - 620 x 400 x 320 (mm)
Weight - 35 (kg)
Markings - CE, CSA

A 12000 watt generator is also available
that can run the welder for over 5 hours on
one tank* .
*Based on manufactures specifications and based on being run under normal working conditions.
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